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^ / , on SAH IN TBE MIDDLE STOA BUILDING FILL

The deposit ms cited for dating stamps in the first SAH Hesperia article.

see III, 1934, p.208, on the Hellenistic building fill in Section 0 - "the

'0(

Q

potter/ and coins were almost entirely of the third or late fourth century B.C." •
- and is nofben referred to in suggesting dates for stamps in the catalogue of

that article.
V

Since then, especially since the large number of nevr finds from the same

fill were excavated in 1953, it has become clear that presence in this deposit

indicated a more precise date for certaiA classes,,i.e. for categories or

groups otherwise loaown not to have started much before 200. Though since the

3UCXX war later dates habe been proposed for the lower limit of the deposit,

the lower limit of the handles still appears to be before 180. This dating

is mainly based on l) independent context evidence for the names or actual stamp

types represented in this fill, the bulk parallel being the large deposit found

in Pergamon, which has been dated ca. 220-180 B.C.; and 2) the inner consistency

of the group, and its distinctness from groups with known lower limits of ca.

150 B.C., in particular the handles from the oonstjructfton filling of the Ston of

Attalos, and those found in Corinth.

Ho excavators' lists exist of the MSBF group as a whole. The total of about

1500 SAH covered by our studies is composed of the following:

1) Those listed in or before 1949 in the typed list of MSBF finds which was

nade I believe for GDE from the notebook list. Section 0, pp.1452-8. From the
all Knidian,

list of 436 stamped handles, I now regard the following,,a6 from intrusions (or

y^otherwise irrelevant fill), and these do not appear in the SAH analyses and Ust^
by category:

SS 499 duoviri period

n-

589

591

666

ft

n

m

N

Late Knidian (ist BC)

670 duoviri period
757 2nd"half of 2nd cent.(?).X"
870 - -ca. mid 2nd to third quarter

SS 887 Late Knidian
890 duoviri period

1008/ " "
1135 2nd quarter of 2nd c
1151 ca. mid End
1266 duoviri period
1267 Ute Knidian

•N-i '

^ *
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OH SAH IN THE MIDDLE STOA BUILDING FILL

The deposit was cited for dating stamps in the first SAH Hesperia article,

see III, 1934» p.208, on the Hellenistic building fill in Section 0 - "the
pottery and coins were almost entirely of the third or late fourth century B.C."
- and ismoften referred to in suggesting dates for stamps in the catalogue of ^

that article.

Since then, especially since the large number of new finds from the same

fill were excavated 3n 1953, it has become clear that presence in this deposit ,

indicated a more precise date for certaiA classes, i.e. for categories or

groups otherwise known not to have started much before 200. Though since the

•vX wtrx- ^mr later dates habe been proposed for the lo-.ver limit of the deposit,

ixfx the lower limit of the handles still appears to be before 180. This dating
is mainly based on l) independent context evidence for the names or actual stamp

types represented in this fill, the bulk parallel being the large deposit found
in Fergamon, which has been dated ca. 220-180 B.C.} and 2) the inner consistency

. of the group, and its distinctness from groups with known lower limits of ca,
^ particular the handles from the construction filling of the Stoa of

Attalos, and those found in Corinth.

••{J , No excavators' lists exist of the MSBP group as a whole. The total of about
^ 1500 SAH covered by our studies is composed of the following:

1) Those listed in or before 1949 in the typed list of MSBP finds which was

r^i
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mode I believe for GRE from the notebook list. Section 0, pp.1452-8. Prom the
™ all PCnidian,
list of 436 stamped handles, I now regard the following,A8 from intrusions (or

J'otherwise irrelevant fill), and these do not appear in the SAH analyses and
4 ^ by category;

4^ r
Y. . : , SS 499 duoviri period 3S 887 Late Knidian
^ J <3 " 890 duoviri period

589 " " 1008/ " "
y ^ 591 " " 1135 2nd quarter of 2nd or later

0 « 666 Late Knidian (1st BC) 1151 ca. mid End
1266 duoviri period

670 duoviri period 1267 Ute Knidian
t57 5nd half of 2nd cent.(?)X ' - x- - - ' ^
870 ca. mid 2nd to third quarter A ^s ^
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The rejection of 13 of these handles^is endorsed by GR3, who investigated the

particular contexts and found them all impure or otherwise irrelevant (e.g. too

far north). The context of SS 757 had not been ^.^estioned by himj here thv

reading of the stamp is not very certain, A 6. ^ ' r ' , , 'X
(1o^ c-U-i ^-ro/\^ f

2.) Those excavated in 1953 in Sections M2 and K* in fills described b*

the excavators as part of the MSBF, with certain exceptions listed below. f

individual finding places of handles from Section M2 were identified as Stoa fill

in the notebooks; for K, a series of fills were identified by SV verbally, and

the SS cards were stamped accordingly.

The numbers of these MSBF handles found in 1953, together 7/ith the particular

wJ ^ which they were found, have been listed; a copy is attached,^ Any indi-
^ 'vJX, """idual itenB rejected by VG as intrusions are noted under the particular fill (-see

P*6 of the list); these do not appear in the category lists or

in sum, out of more thail 1000 hemdles, they are at present as follows,
all Khidian;

SS 11826 (M2 135) duovirl period (KT 605)

^ ^2295 (E 1936) A22I0BO2, term of A2KAHniAAH2 (sometimes a phrouraroh) (kt 531)
2074) 0BYA2PIAA2 (KT 755) ^ y

' ; 12918 (K 2515) duoviri period (KT 2112) jp^i< » i 'I'i/ •>

M 1Y " ' f
H- ^ 12959 (K 2563) Late Khidian, after Sulla

13056 (K 2674) duoviri period (KT 486)

15096 (M2 666) duoviri period (KT 1578)

cASi^m

The Kitems all come from deposits described as "possibly disturbed" save
SS 12918. The context of bS 13096 has been called "Stoa Terrace filling " k*
was f^^d during a cleanup, alone, and should probably not be listed S'aliIt should here be remarked that 5of the 7Pontic handles deriving frt '̂ stoa
and pre-Stoa fills have stamps dated by Grakov 122-70 B.C., but it now seems log
probably that they are intrusions than that the dating of this sequence should be
revised; see comment below on the Pontio in the fill.

s
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la addition to tho 7 individiial handles rejeoted, two Minted fills at first

-i"b

Vv
hol

listed were later rejected, and the rejection endorsed by E7|

"36«-28/KE--jyL, Fountain House Porch to Stepped Retaining Wall, Layer I* (k 2616-

2642, SS 13005-31), and ibid. Layer II (K 2643-8, SS 13032-7), The upper layer

contained, among other post-MSBF items, 3 Knidian handles of the Ist century B.C.

(SS 13012, 13025, 13031)| the lower (a smll group) contained one or two handles

slightly later than the MSBP, ^ fills as far south as this ha/ve been included.

Sorting idesxadeedbixiatot by category tho whole lot (from ©, K, and Mlflh* w®

find these figures:

total at Agora

oa. 4400(rough estimate)

class handles in tlSBP

Rhodian 885

Knidian

Early Knidian
343

39

Thasian 60

Coau 53

Chian, including lagynos handles 23

CorcyreanC?) 7

Pontio 6

Parmeniskos Group 5

ZE Group 5

Parian 2

"Cretan" 1

with Latin stamp
«

1

miscellaneous 68

1498

10000 at least
213

oa,170

42

•x

b

2.^

11 ^ '

ls-'\
,Hl« -•

i5 *

The Rhodian are about a fifth of tho total of their class at the Agora, and
the coon nearly a third. The MSBF Knidiaa are only about a thirtieth of tho Agora
fikidiui, but they are eritieal for dating the group as a whole as well as for

A^^S^«99,«00,4301.430!.«66.4366.38»6-7, 8.™ typW HSBF
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establishing the earlier ohronologioal eequenoe of their class.

The analyses of the Knidian by fabricant and eponym (copies attahhed) shown

the group to be largely a close one. 55 per cent of the handles are dated in

11 eponym terms, those of AAll(0(rB(NH2, EYKPACtHZ, 0HPOKP(A(TH2), KAA(A(I(2(T02,

AIl$ai,^AY2A(NI02, MHTP(0(a(2(P02, NIKA(2I(B(0Y(A02, n0Al(0(Y(XH2 (or -02),
22K(PA(!I^, $lAin(nOZ; the parentheses Indicate the various abbreviations. This
percentage would no doubt be increased by the types for instance of AII0AA2NI02

ni2IAA2, in which no eponym name appears, and we do not know the terms. The inter

connection of names suggests that the 11 eponym terms succeeded each other without

many gapsj the three more which each date as many as five handles (lower/ limit

of the 11 terms is nine handles) are 0B11I2(t(SNA(TO2, KABIT0(§2N, and SIAI2T(l2fIj
these probably followed or succeeded pretty closely the 11. Bponyms named on only
one handle in the deposit may be earlier than the others, or they may be the very
latest - little time for breakage^ , or some of them may turn out to bo impurities
in this deposit.

T* help place the period of the 11 (pWs) eponyms, there are two obvious groups
of Knidian known to be aisnat before about 150 B.C. which should be examined, those
found in Corinth ahd those from the fill of the Stoa of Attalos. Acombined list
has been made of the eponyms from ttee groups, of whinh a copy is attached| see
p.4 of this copy for ^ss1«m from the list of 1) certain eponyms seen to be old
stuff when the Stoa of Attalos was built and when Corinth was destroyed, and 2)
certain others which belong to the renewdd (small scale) activity in Corinth of
the late 2nd - early 1st oenturies B.C.

In a fhir number of the types in the combined list, the eponym is entitled
phrourarohoa, marked HMn the li.t, many more of the eponym names, marked In
the list (i5P.), occur on other types with the title. These 4

Fraser and Bean, JE^«£aro^ should
date 188-167 B.C.i of. The Ehodian Peraea. o.9S- note 8, for agroamont of Fraser that
they were administrators under Rhodes during these ar ^

^ ®yeans. ffe have on file with this
title at least 48 different names, usuallv with auaiiy With a small number of oxamplesj Frasor
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thought it normal that such offioials should have been changed say three

times a year, and of. practice in PriMie (Inschr. von Friene.

allowing for same repetition of names, and perhaps the identification of

a few more phrouratoh types, the 48 different names now known probably do
about

indicate thevig that there werey^^dS terms from 188 to 167*

The title phrourarchos does not appear in types found in the MSBF.

However, five of the eponyms have names, or abbreviations of names, which
I • Ndo sometimes appear with the tltlei AFXB(2TPAT02), 0EYi5A(NIO2),,22KPAIH2, ^

<6IAire02, iIA0$(P2H). Save for 22KPATH2 and 4IAiK]n02, these arA>*^sent in the
USBF in a single example each, and some may be Impwrities. It is also quite /

possible that there were name repetitions between the phrourarohs and other

eponyms in Knidos in the first half of the 2nd century, so that in some of ^
<y

our types where the title doss not appear the official was a different man.

I f
not the phrourarch. However, it seems probabl# that the MSBF slightly over-/^^

lapped the period then phrourarohs were named, extending for instance down to

185 B.C., in which ease phrourarohs whose names do appear in the MSBF should be

the earliest in the series*

Of the Corinth-SABF epoaym list, those MBt marked iP* or ($P.) are likely

to have served between 167 and say 140 B.C. VTe do not know irtiether these were

appointed annually or more often, but it has been assumed that they were annual;
on the stamps

note that the Rhodian eponpm was often explicitly called a priest (whether or

not the priest of Halios), and priesthoods in Rhodes were apparently anxuuil

offiees* We have about t# names left over in the list, not phrourarohs^aocording
to present knowledge, *fliioh may be assigned tentatively to this period. Certainly
for most of these, eponym-fabricant zuune oonneotionB confirm the position.

****** a date in the second decade of the 2nd century
ill*for the fill*

A

"Wv. A--

]1
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A aaall number of Kaidian handles have been published as from the Peraimaa
l<^ A.^J V6 ^

deposit* Of thesS} noB*126^272 (pp*491»2) and no*1284 (p*494) are oontemporary

with the MSBF: no*1270 is an example of KT 2060 (stamp of $IAiaN) duplicated

in our depositI the fabrioant of no*1269 is to be restored ©BYTBNEYiZ?] (in gen-

etivo) and the type is close to KT 695, present in the MSBPj both fhbrioants and

both eponyms of nos* 1271 and 1284 are also there present| and no*127l is evidentljr

an Early Knidian, close to SS 1302 of the MSBF. No.1273 howeber is an early

duoviri stamp (KT ISSB, late 2nd B.C.)j one must guess that it did not come from

the deposit, though there is not (as there is in other eases) a statement to that

effeet. These are all the items clearly identifiable as Knidian.

The correspondence bdween the two big foundation fillings, at Pergamon and the

A^ora, is much more extensive for the Rhodian. These at Pergamon are 782 to our 885,
and there are a great number of correspondences, A difference is that irtiile the

Rhodian at Pergamon are mostly close together in date, those from the MSBF include
A differencea good many datable in the earlier third century. /\* more interesting for the

lower limit of the MSBF is that a few Rhodian eponyms present in the Pergamen

deposit do appear in the MSBF. These are as follows:

no. of ex^ in Perg. deposit

ATBZTPATOZ g

ANASIBOYAOB 1

APAT0$MH2 !•*' iVv 8 ' r
p er

API2TBIAA2 3.^ ^>1 11 ,
" p t '

API2TOAAMOZ (r,

APIZTflH v.--* ,vt> ' 19

APIIAAIAA2 g

SBNOdfiH ^ " 4

Ab.«<» fro. th, .ISBF .«not b. «pl,ln.d bj, .to,,.,, of brM. b.bb.« awte.

Atb«. durtag th.0. j™.ri, boooo.. « h.„ handlo. u o.r ..ll.otlo. dAfd br .11
f'a. N. i \ ^

thess names, some from post-MSBF dspesits.
•'It <*-,1 -f• .. f -- <•, .

' ♦Wd. *•,
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It happens that none of these eponyms is known from inscriptions. There is

however a general indication of their date in the feet that all are known on

handles with secondary stamps set in the common way at the attaohment of the

handle to the nec^ of the jar. The praotioe of applying these was just beginning

in the USBF period. Only one appears, SS 12117, with small rose and no letters;

the main sta^p is not preserved, but this seooadary stamp is knoim only on two

handles with stamps of dMOKFATHZ, and, apparently from jars of AAU0KPAIH2, cm

two handles probably both naming the eponpm EAJBYKPATH^< the rose seeondary

„ , - stamp is an early one, dated before about 1^76 B.C. by oontext at Tarsus. Of

'S 'spmyms named in the MSBF, apparently only two others, eBAIAHTOZ and NIKAZATOPAZ,

scanetimes occur with secondary stamps. Fout secondary stamps are published from
-i •. •'

j. the Pergamon deposit (see p.484). Four there and one in the MSBF are to be eoa-
.I I /

\/lO' ^ considerable quantity datable later in the 2nd century, 624 having
, been recorded by us in Alexandria from the Museum collection alone. Perhaps the

praotioe started with Rhodian expansion in or soon after 188 B.C.

Several of the eponyms common to the Pergamon deposit and the MSBF «»ti ap

parently be identified with officials known from epigraphioal or historical texts

to have functioned in the early 2nd century. An eponym AP3CIAAM0Z dates an in-

/ ^ soription in Caria, which did not come into Rhodian possession until 188 BG
A eBAIARTOZ wsts priest of Athana Lindia in 188; we may suppose he became priest

ef Hallos shortly thereafter, espedally as he cams from a distinguished fhmlly,
A jar dated by NIKAZATOPAZ has on its endorsing stamp (of ATHZimiOZ) beside the

usual dolphin a pellet which has been taken for a poiaegra|̂ te, and (interrupting
sons of the letters) a Rhodian rose; as the pomegranate is a regular symbol <m
eoina of Side, it is possibly not too ftadfui to associate this combination with

the visjjory of the Rhodlans over the Phoenician fleet of Hannibal off Side in

190 B.C. (0^. Till, p.921)® umsiroPAZ h.. txm lutad^n'M ,p„j„ ooourrlii,
rtth ...-4.17 -^-n in thl. th. -jorlty ot th. .t^p. .« t.
S) t
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associated with the later homenaym (of towrd 150 B.C.), but a jar of AAM0KPATH2

with secondary stamp A (in the Alexandria musevrm) names this

earlier NIKASATOPAZ, Fabric of the JiSBP handles naming APXIdMOZ, 03AIdHTO2,

and HIKASATOPAZ accords well with a date in the early 2nd century.

Of the Thasian present in the fill, certainly over two thirds are datable

before the middle of the 3rd century, including 7 before ca. 340 B.C. The latest

handles, probably late 3rd to beginning 2nd B.C*, seem to be the following:

name no.

API2T0KAH2 THAEMAXOY SS 12804

API2T0MHAH2 ^ ' • 12961,

APIZTOfBir with caduceus 728

HPAK[aslAHi:] with club 13040

NAYZIKYAHS 11724
11850

nreias ix nee8

TBAB2HNCP 11966^

There seems to bo no reason to date these later than the beginning of the

2nd century. It is true that an API2T0KAH2: THABMAXOY iriio was a theoros of Thasoa
has been dated plus or minus 140 B.C., however this may haws been the grandson of
ours, since names and patronymics alternate and repeat in the lists of Thasian

theorpi. The 14 Thasian in the Pexgaaon deposit include handles naming APIZT0MHAH2
(3, of which one matches SS 12961) and the HPAKAEUH2 of SS 13040| note that the
type of SS 13040 seems to bs a reeuttlng of that of SS 12961, so they must be oloee
together in date. Aduplicate of SS 728 is SS 10266 from the Komos otstem. A

duplioate of SS 11724 is SS 13185 from the South Stoa building fill, where the
greater part of the bandies wer» oontemporary nlth those from the MSBP,

Aparallel for the two ^rlan, which both have omega for omioron in the ending
of the ethnie, appear, in th. Pergamon publication (no.l276), but its precise find.

i- ^ MJ- ^4^
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lng-plao9 ms not reoorded. Parian stamps datod by 3rd century deposits at the

Agora have the ethnic wiih omioron fora, and MSBF context is the earliest I

knov for the omega♦

Like -ttie Parian, the Coan also do not in the present state of knowledge help

to date the MSBF; on the contrary, its context gives us a terminus for this group

which is such a large part of the Agora collection of this category, and many items

of which are not otherwise dated. It la interesting from the point of view of

tWs political or trade relations that only one Coan was found in the contemporary

tW deposit at Porgamon/(no.l311, not paralleled in ours), to the 53 in the MSBF,
tin> ' » Til® majority of the Chian in our deposit are probably of the 3rd eentury.

laeewcdtesxtwxtiiexihhxtexefxlLanMAexKaqpiKax The handle idiioh is latest in

/ i appearance (SS 13754) bears a name (AIIBAAHi;) matched on one of the thz^e Chian

in the Pergamon deposit (no.1297), The name HTHZIOZ also occurs in both deposits,

but it is of the 3rd oentuiy (according to the fabric of known examples, and

occurrence in the Kotios cistern). The relative numbers in the two deposits are

a^ln notable (33:3), the more so as Chios Is nearer to Pergamon than to Athens.

Pergaiaon gives us several more individual paiallelet no. 1278, 2H, like 4

in our ZH group| noe. 1288 and 1289, with readings respectively A?:kaHp/iQAgpoY

and EYAH/aOY, matching SS 12314 and SS 12906, of the MSBF Miscellaneous liBt;
ttos.1280-83 which belong to a group of unknown origin with wine jar as dovloe

to idiich apparently belongs SS 11673, a class recently named tl» Ilekataios

from a name ibioh appears on a couple of handle etampa and a number of stamps on

brmaiers of much the same fabric (of G.R.Sjj no. 1386 whieh bears ths namesake

stamp of ths ParmeniskoB Group, of which 3 (with different mmes) are in the

MSBF# With that, ths correspondence is about at an end.

An exw^le of the "Cretan* (perhaps actually Samiaat) class to which SS 667
heieags was found in late 3rd - early 3nd century oontext at Tarsus (no.95 of the

fublioutlon), thus providing scam confiniation of the lowoy limit of the MSBF.
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There remain two olasees for which the MSBF provides a surprising but

probably acceptable early date.

One is present in a single example, SS 12705 with stamp C«S, Latin letters,

on a ftagment of a Jar of eastern type, SDf has no other Latin stamps of date

thought to be as early as thisj but she haa ai the other hand nothing at all

like it save SS 1450 with the same reading, found in a disturbed filling in the

Middle Stoa area. She is prepared to accept the early date, end the two examplee
published as

have been so dated in "The Caaaenite Jar,"
/

The n.nal class is the Pontio, vdiioh in the MSBF are all of tha variety

attributed by Orakov and dtiiers to Sinope, It has been remarked (see above, p.2)

that the Pontio in this deposit, if dated according to Grakov, are consistently

too late for it: of 6 handles from attested parts of the fill, Qae,/ss 12722jf,

is too incomplete for its epcinym to be identified, a second, SS 11813, falls in

Grakov^s Glass IV (oa,180-150 B*C.)| but the other four, SS 12073, 12313, 12484,

12485, are of his class VI, called 122-70 B,G, j a fifth so dated by him nay be

added in SS 12108, from a pre-Middle Stoa fill. Similarly out of place, apparently,

is the date of Grakov's VI in the case of SS 13715, which must be attributed to it,

and which cones from a stratum in E in vdiich the otiisr handles at least are all

datable before about the middle of Ihe 2nd century. Further, if the date attributed

to ^is class were correct, one would expect to find the odd example in a Sulla-

destruetioa fill, whereas none have been found in any of these. One igora Pontio

handle, SS 10901, has a oontsxt, Squars Building oonstruetion fill, which corresp

onds better with its date according to Grekov, end of the 4th century to oa, 270

B.C. (his earliett group), but even hers there seeas to bs a disorepanoy of about

a quarter of a century la termiai, if the Squars Building was oonstruoted in the

third quarter, as would be suggested by the landles aooompanying SS 10901, and

ixxx by the date «P idle administration of Lykourgos,

From dhat I know of his arguments, it seems likely that while G,ak^*B
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sequenea is right or nearly so* being based on a eloee study of the inter«

eoonection of names many of nhioh hare patronymios stated* and of patterns of
by

stamping whioh individiuils and elosely oonneoted groups oan be isolated and

set in order* hie absolute dates may be too late* It is worth remarking here

that the eagle and dolphin of FIBfic 190, of which a photograph was published in

Hesperia Suppl.VIII (pl,30,18) aooording to E,S.G.Robinson (letter of 17.71*49)

"should by all appearenoes be round about 400, or at latest first half of 4th

oenturyj" the full statement of the context of this item is "Assembly Plaoe*

filling of Period III* immediate oontext as late as 2nd A.D." The stamp

belongs to Grafcor*s Group I, which he dates end of 4/bh to oa. 270 B.C. (see

above). A second example of the same group, Pnyx 189, with the same emblem,

eones from "Assembly Plaoe III, surfaee, disturbed." Though disturbed* these

fills no doubt oontained largely material of ihe late 5th - first half of 4th

century* As oaae more straw* note that SS 11527, whioh names an eponym of

Grakov*8 Period VI, has a radiate head of Helios whioh one might like to

assoeiate with Rhodes' help to Sinope at the time of the siege in 220 B.C.

by Hithradates king of Pontus.

In Ttew of the faot that four examples of the latest olass were found

in the M8BP* and a fifth la a pre-Stoa filling* it seems likely that the end

of the series fell soaewhat before Grakov's proposed 70 B.C. The reasonable

ooeaslsB is the oapture of Sinope la 188 B.C. by Phamaoes I, son of Hithradates,
he moved his capital to that city, and no doubt introduoed administrative

ohsnges.

The 6 Pontio handles from the MSBF whioh I should like thus to rodate

are to be added to the 7 Knidiaa whioh (see above* p,2) I must exclude from the

pure MSBF if its lower limit is that proposed la these pages, i.e. the second

desads of the century. 9 of these hsadles (4 Pgntie and 6 Knidiaa) would pull
the date of ^ fill down not to 150 hut to 128 B.C. or later. The other two

r" *>» >»rt i»fhot it is not at all eertala thai: 4.u
they date after ea. 180.
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fhe l&ter dates proposed for the fill soem to have depended first <m four

00^8 found ia 1933, listed in G.R.B.*b report of July 17, 1950, p,8s

Athens, NS, Oft. 172 B.C. (iiftr.9, 1933, #1)

Thessftliaa Confoderaoy, 196-148 B.C. (?) (Mftr.9, 19*5, #3)

Athens, NS, 196-187 B.C.(Uar.28, 1933, # 20)

Deles, Atheniftn oleruohy, after 166 B.C. (June 1, 1933, ^)

M.7 rtoonsidered these for xoe in Ootoher, 1955, and said that dates of the

NS eoins are %eing revised, and that the ftrst of those listed has at present

no tenninus hut 196 B.C. The "Dalian oleruohy" ooins she believes are really issues oi

the Athenian mint, and this partioular ooin (the last one listed) aooording to her

present viesrs might be datable in the 3rd oentury. (Note another "Delian oleruohy"

found in Q, oistem at 67/XH, a deposit reoently oalled by GBB "end of 3rd oentury,"

of idiich the handles eprrespond pretty elosely in date vith those of the MSBF,
1

exaept that the Rhodlan SS SMf 7863, of KAAAIS, and SS 7898, namlne the epcaiyn

SSHO^SN, are probably slightly later, belonging to the group found in the Pergamon

deposit but not in the MSBF.)

Apart from the ooins, GS£ tells me a fragmentcury Megarian bowl (K 2705,

c F 25095) found in a settling basin in front of the west end of the north front

of the Heliaia (west of the water olook) is to be dated not earlier than 150
•f. j

V - B.C. The position is somewhat removed from the Stoa, but presumably would hate bean

•y levelled up before the Stoa projeot was finished. 1 do not know whether the basin

^ ^' might hava been kept available as a eater supply during the oonstruotien, or
*uhether somione might hate gone down into the fill in some later investipition,

(zK/' ihovalliag it task afterward. I do not identify"^ dfdup of handles found just
(*4 A7^ over the position of the settling basin, but note that the large lot found at

is/at, slightly to the MM, ineluded SS 12918, Knidian ef the duoviri period,

suggesting pessible disturbaiiee in the neighborhood.
0 . *• p. 9(,v-uc'£. I'i

E . p OH ^
Ji.'i- "sj.- %-

- • - : ' '_4 . , A'
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v The majority of the stamped handles in tl» South Stoa oonstruotion fill

are ocmteinporary with, if not duplicates of, those found in the MSBF, but

SS 12190, 15170, and possibly 12652, are post MSBF though still certainly before the

middle of the century. The latest handle/ associated with the oonstruDtion of
is on* ot

<sthB South Stoa (Il).a» three found in 1956 "from below floor of South Stoa II

^ lin test pit against back wall in east half of building, XXX,p,5950," T 3600^602
i \ ») Knidianjf'rCnot yet oatalogued). T 3601 names the eponym BYiPATOPAZ: this eponym does

, S appear in the oonbined Corinth-SABP list (see above), but does in dills tdiieh

( cannot be mueh later, and is shown to be close in date to those in the combined

list by eponym-fabrioant name oonnections| he must date not far from 140 B.G.^
I

There are a number of fills in Section K which have not been included in

the present lists and analyses which nevertheless appear ±a according to their

SAH to be contemporary with the IISBP, One of these is the "intermediate strosis"

or ramp at the west end, probably, though it has a single eponym not in the MSBF,

A list of these fills, and of others in the Section that are slightly later but

still before the middle of the century, if we check the SAH with MSBF and Ccmblaed

lists, will be available.

ij fu . <>o donor, I do not know -adiether Phamaoes I has been suggested. Of,
^ Rostovtseff, SBHBir, p,630: "Not less significant of Athens* oammsroial relations

®honors eonCerred by her on Antiochus 17, Ariarathes of Cappfdooia, and

^ Phamaoes of Pcntus, ,aud the gifts reoeived by her from them. The Ust
^ of these, it is to be borne in sdnd, became about this time master of the two

(-^ ^ . 6*^*est esBBnerclal ports on the southern coast of the Buxine, Amisus and Sinope,
both very important centers of the grain trade, andboth closely connected with

Athens in the past," On the gifts received by Athens from Phamaoes, see

Durrbaeh, Chuix d*InBcriptianB de Deloe. Pnris 1921, p,97, no,73, an Athenian

dforee la his honor and that of his queen Nysa, He had agreed to pay the city
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a 8um of moQey In annual inBtallments, but beoause of other obligations and

diffioulties had been unable to keep them up. They praise him as a benefaotor

and hope to get something cm aocount| they assure him that the honors paid to

him wfcll be no less than those paid to"the other kings" and his glory will be

assured like that of other benefactors of the oity. The insoriptioa is now

dated n 160/159 (formerly 172/1), Durrbaoh remrks that if one looks in his

reign for an oveasion irtien he would haTe had partloular oooasion and desix^ to

pose as a benefactor of Athens, it would be about 183. Alarge initial payment

might have taken oare of the big terraoing and foundation job| delayed subsequent

payments might aooount for the pteemeal exeoution of the project, the way the

East and South Stoas are tacked on, though one would suppose it was the oomplex

as a whole vdiioh had been intended from the beginning to z*eplaoe South Atoa I,

Noting that Phamaees had in 183 acquired two great centers of the grain trade

may one suggest that what he replaood by his groat new building was the Alphitopolis?
There seems to be a fair possibility that the Alphitopolis was the same building
as the Long Stoa, and eertaihly both South Stoa I and the Middle Stoa would qualify
for this epithet, I know that the position is not that attributed to the loBg stoa
in Judeieh*8 plan, p.344, but soveral other buildings are also out of pUoe on
that plan. Naturally the buildings could have served also other purposes,
sueh a. shelter from the Heliaia in case of rain, or "a dining room Section K''
pUoed in the Long Stoa by Praxagora, the passage quoted in connection with South
Stoa^ by HAT, HeeperU XXIII, p.45, note 1B»

With encouragement, I think this theme oould be developed,

Stiomlating pieture of Phamaees, SBHHir. pl.IX.8.

i
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^\i g I'' A A
Middle Stoa

Cons truetion Filling

From list made up by MC;

AWP and MC

~pO {-«. J ^ <»
yvN»-A/ j~~rr-- ^//S r * u-r-^srJ^f /9jX.

Middle Stoa Fills from Lambda, squares k 13-14, and extreme
west edge of M 13-14.

Inside Middle Stoa:

SS 4299 Rhodlan
SS 4300 HmCIOT
3^ 4301 Rbod ian
SS 4302 Rho dian
SS 4365 raiO(
83 4366 Rho^an^
IL 298 Lelid weight

iiT

To South of Middle Stoa:

f-, TT'
•4X4-^

SS 3896 Rhodlan
SS 3897 Knidlan

A 574 Ft. of TC slma

/>"SS 4031 Knidlan
MC 183 loomweight, pyramidal

A, pp. 1160, 1197

Sherds in B 193

Coin: 71.4 - 1« Athens 3rd 0.

Sherds in B 194

Sherds in B 179
Coin; VJt.3: 1-2; l)not a

coin

a)Ath.
307-283

Sherds in Tin 181, p.
1110. £ J'Ce-v ^0-1 /o.rr.l.t

Coin: 7.10:1; Athens NS

See also coin 7.27:1: Athens, 3*d. c.

Env* in B 189.

See also sherds in Box 178 )
180
183
164

^ /< Y

^ ^ fI I *-Or>

7.4-1: Athens ca. 287-263 B.C.

7.6: 1-3: Athens 330-300 B.C.
A.thenian, 3rd c. B.C.
Athens, ca. 262-2^0 B.C.

•Jh
' ^ A"*' ''J Ksfl-r s-A

- i L . i *• M C ' ... » m
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SS 1135 : disturbed MSBF fill

SS 1151 : outside MS to north,
unfortunately

fy— ^ <I^C.
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MSBF

24 May 56

VG;

Just as a matter of interest to you: I am finding-

more and more that pieces which I classed as doming

from distircbed sections of this filling actually do

fit in all right with the objects from undisturbed

fillings. One can perhaps attach some importance
excep t

to pieces from disturbed fillings here, hh3£s:sb ef

coarse v;hen the^r are very much later.
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